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Transmission for Sale Inventory Reduced in Sale Price for Buyers at
PreownedTransmissions.com

Transmission for sale inventory is now reduced in total price at the Preowned Transmissions
company website. These units include the automatic, manual and CVT editions now sold for
less.

Madison, WI (PRWEB) January 09, 2014 -- The auto parts industry within North America is split between
dealerships, distributors and second hand sellers although some online companies are providing new options for
buyers. The Preowned Transmissions company is now reducing the selling price of all of its transmission for
sale inventory as a special 2014 incentive at http://www.preownedtransmissions.com.

These price changes are designed to affect the CVT, manual and automatic builds that are in stock in used
condition. These units feature some of the top assemblies that are created by Ford, General Motors, Dodge,
Toyota, Honda and other auto manufacturers. The new pricing for replacement units online is one strategy in
use in this new year to attract buyers.

The reduction in price for each of the marketed transmissions online is not expected to affect the attached
warranties for each assembly sold in the U.S. The Preowned Transmissions company recently enhanced the
amount of parts that are covered under each warranty policy as well as the actual length of time each policy is
scheduled to provide protection.

"The new price levels that are now offered to all North American buyers is our way of extending new discounts
and incentives for transmission buyers using the Internet as a resource," one source at the
PreownedTransmissions.com company said.

The company website is now updated to accurately present all sale pricing and inventory information. This
resource is now updated using an automated tool that is linked direct with the company warehouse inventory in
the U.S. Each change made to the inventory is now changed automatically online. These changes include all
prices and inventory adjustments to alert online buyers.

"Not all prices that consumers find in the second hand industry are created equal due to higher than standard list
prices, absence of warranties and exclusion of shipping prices," said the source.

The developed set of tools used by the PreownedTransmissions.com company online to inform all buyers of
price and stock information is meant to improve customer relationships. The challenges that are sometimes
experienced by buyers with locating transmission codes and other essentials before units are purchased are now
eliminated using these new tools online.

About PreownedTransmissions.com

The PreownedTransmissions.com company supplies previously owned gearboxes that are provided at low
prices online. This company uses the national distribution resources to provide same day shipments for all
transmissions sold. The PreownedTransmissions.com company website includes a complete inventory of Ford,
Chevy, Jeep, Chrysler, Dodge, Honda, Toyota and other brands for sale. The toll-free phone support and
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immediate online assistance provided by company specialists offers easy contact solutions for customers at this
company. Inventory changes are currently made in real time through an automated tool online.
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Contact Information
Gary Juarez
PreownedTransmissions.com
http://www.preownedtransmissions.com
+1 (904) 701-4550

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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